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Trump dismantling 
international order
By Dr James J Zogby 

The Trump Administration’s declaration that
Israeli settlements in occupied Palestinian lands
are not illegal was, in fact, a consequential act -

though not for the reasons cited by Israelis or
Palestinians. It was also “the nail in the coffin” - though
not the “coffin of the peace process”- as some
Palestinians have claimed.

The decision was not so consequential with regards
to settlements because for the last three and one-half
decades, successive American administrations’ policies
toward Israeli settlements have moved from passive
acquiescence to outright acceptance. It was Ronald
Reagan who first said that he didn’t believe settlements
were illegal. And it was George W Bush who tried to
make the distinction between “existing realities” and
new settlements. The former, he claimed, had already
been built and could remain, while the latter were to be
discouraged.

The Israelis took advantage of this loophole and
continued to build, knowing that US presidents might
complain but wouldn’t do anything to stop them. The
net result has been that the settlement population in
the occupied territories has grown from 50,000 dur-
ing the Carter administration to 620,000 Israeli set-
tlers even before Trump took office.

Against this background, it’s fair to say that the
Trump announcement on Israeli settlements didn’t
reflect any dramatic shift in US policy. It’s also fatuous
to suggest that will it have any effect on the “peace
process.” It doesn’t end it, kill it, set it back, or slow it
down - precisely because there is no peace process,
nor has there been one for several years. In reality,
pretending that there is such a process has been an
illusion projected by the US to control Palestinian
behavior and to keep Europeans and Arabs at bay so
as to maintain exclusive US control over the “process”
and to protect the Israelis from any international sanc-
tions or pressure.     

The real significance of the Trump Administration’s
announcement is something quite different - it demon-
strates a flagrant disregard for international law and
conventions, the role of the international community,
and universal human rights.

We’ve already seen this attitude on display with
Trump’s withdrawal from several international agree-
ments negotiated by previous administrations (regard-
ing trade, climate, and arms control), the threats the
administration has made to punish other nations who
voted against the US at the UN, and the contempt it’s
demonstrated toward the International Criminal Court
and several UN agencies.

On Israel-Palestine issues, the current administra-
tion has repeatedly demonstrated this disdain for
international law and consensus (e.g., attempting to
legitimize the Israeli occupation of East Jerusalem and
the Golan Heights or defunding and refusing to
acknowledge the rights and even existence of
Palestinian refugees). But, and here’s the nub of the
matter, the legitimacy and applicability of international
law and conventions are not up to one bad actor or
one rogue nation.

It is here that the behavior of the US has been
especially consequential and problematic. The US
can’t make illegal settlements legal, grant occupied
territories to the occupier, or deny refugee status to
refugees and their descendants on its own - these are
matters of international law, the Fourth Geneva
Convention, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, and scores of UN resolutions passed by the
overwhelming majority of the nations of the world.
The status of these Palestinian rights remains
unchanged, despite US actions. 

But what has been affected by decades of US disre-
spect for law and rights and international institutions
has been the ability of these rules to be applied and
these structures to effectively play their roles in gov-
erning the relations among nations and their behaviors
toward one another. And this is what is most conse-
quential about Trump’s declaration.

It is true that the architecture of diplomacy, the rule
of law, and respect for universal rights have long been
either ignored or honored only selectively. It’s also true
that these structures and rules only work when power-
ful nations adhere to and uphold them. So, when in the
past the US has flaunted international law or cherry-
picked human rights violators they would condemn, it
only served to undercut the rule of law and weaken the
architecture of international relations and diplomacy.
What Trump has done is take this dismantling of diplo-
macy and law one step farther, literally casting aside
international law and human rights conventions. This is
the real danger posed by his behavior.

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the
Arab American Institute

John Eromosele records the coordinates of a bustling
canal on his smartphone from aboard a dug-out canoe
navigating the floating slum of Makoko in Nigerian

megacity Lagos. The waterway is “like a boulevard, there’s
always traffic here,” the computer coding specialist
laughed as other boats jostled for space between rows of
wooden houses on stilts. Officially Makoko does not exist.
Its estimated 300,000 inhabitants - no one knows for sure
how many - and their ramshackle homes do not appear on
any city development plans or maps.

A South Africa-based NGO, Code for Africa, wants to
change that. It wants to help bring badly needed servic-
es to Makoko by literally putting the slum on the map.
“Most of the streets here don’t have names, and our
houses don’t have numbers. Sometimes, you can find up
to 50 people using the same number,” said Chief Albert
Jeje, one of Makoko’s five traditional rulers. “Who cares
about poor people like us? ... Government officials never
come to visit us.”

Makoko is dubbed “the Venice of Africa” by some,
but its similarity with the romantic Italian city is minimal.
Waste floats on the surface of Makoko’s black waters,
and visitors choke on the fumes of diesel-fuelled genera-
tors and wood-smoked fish. With no administration, the
huge labyrinth of waterways has no mains electricity or
piped drinking water, no public schools, no hospital, no
police station.

‘A new tool’ 
The mapping project was launched in September with

funding from the US-based Pulitzer Center and a non-
profit organization called Humanitarian OpenStreetMap,
which uses free, open-source software. The scheme enlists
young slum-dwellers to pilot drones and then use the
information they collect to map what is a black hole at the
heart of Nigeria’s economic hub. “This is a new tool that
can allow international organizations or local authorities to
intervene to improve access to basic services - health and
water, for example,” said Jacopo Ottaviani, one of the
project leaders.

Like Lagos, with its 20 million inhabitants, the fishing
village that sprang up on the site at the end of the 19th
century has relentlessly grown, edging into the sea. In the
first stage of the project, drones will take some 1,000 aeri-
al images of the area, to be stitched together by coding
specialists like Eromosele to form one larger picture. Code
for Africa selected six young women from the slum to fly
the drones and index the data to make an initial version of
the map. Other community members will also be able to
add content over time.

Clutching her smartphone, one of the volunteers noted
the location of a cassava-processing plant on stilts using
Code for Africa’s specially developed mapping app. A little
farther on, Abigail, 24, marked down a butcher specializing
in dog meat, and just beyond that a traditional medicine

clinic and pawnbroker. “We have fun doing it, and we learn
a lot of things,” she told AFP. Code for Africa, which advo-
cates for open use of technology and data journalism, pur-
posely selected women for the project to offer them a CV-
boosting experience.

Some locals suspicious 
Not all of Makoko’s inhabitants seem comfortable with

the project. “People are sometimes suspicious. They won-
der if what we are doing is not going to turn against them,”
Abigail said. “So we try to reassure them.” The concerns
are understandable. In 2012 the Lagos state authorities
sent in police to evict people on the grounds that Makoko
was an environmental hazard. “People woke up one morn-
ing with posters ordering them to leave,” Chief Jeje said.

At least one person was killed as local residents resisted
the operation, during which homes were levelled. Eventually
the violence forced the authorities to back down. But
Makoko still lives in fear: in recent years, other Lagos slums
have been razed and replaced by housing projects. With the
city’s population booming, every square metre is fiercely
disputed as developers vie for space. More often than not it
is the poorest who find themselves squeezed out, pushed to
the outskirts of the sprawling metropolis. Chief Jeje hopes
that the map of Makoko will help its inhabitants to claim
their rights over their homes. “We are fishermen,” he said.
“If you drive us from here, we die.” — AFP 

Drone project aims to put Lagos slum on map 

Washington Watch 

Scientists scour 
past for future 
climate clues 

As the pace of global warming outstrips our ability
to adapt to it, scientists are delving deep into the
distant past, hoping that eons-old Antarctic ice,

sediments and trees chart a path to navigate our climate
future. “What interests us is to understand how the cli-
mate works,” says Didier Roche of France’s National
Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS). At the
Laboratory for Climate and Environment Sciences
(LSCE), just outside Paris, the aim is to establish a com-
prehensive record of climate change dating back hun-
dreds of thousands of years, to chart the repeated warm-
ing and cooling cycles the Earth has gone through and to
try to understand what drives them.

Get that far and it becomes possible to determine
what part humans play in the current global warming
phase through the massive greenhouse gas emissions,
principally CO2 and methane, that have come with indus-
trialization and population growth. A key research tool
are the cores of ice, some dating back 800,000 years,

which contain tiny bubbles of trapped air and are drilled
out at depths of up to 3.2 kilometres by the European
Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA).

While the air bubbles reveal CO2 and other green-
house gas levels, similar cores of sediment or tree ring
records help build up the picture of Earth’s climate. From
the gas bubbles “we can reconstitute the composition of
the atmosphere,” said Anais Orsi, researcher at France’s
Atomic Energy Commission (CEA). Particles of dust
meanwhile “can tell us if there were lots of forest fires in
Patagonia or if Australia was going through a very dry
spell,” she said.

As for trees, with their very clear record of growth
rings, “they can tell us about temperature, sunlight,
humidity levels,” said Valerie Daux, professor at the
University Versailles-Saint Quentin, just outside Paris.
Levels of the carbon 14 isotope, which allow for a close
dating of material, provide another line of investigation to
establish “at what speed an ecosystem can adapt to cli-
mate change,” said the CEA’s Christine Hatte. 

Climate models essential 
All the data is collected and processed to be put into

climate models and then extrapolated into what appears
set to be a much warmer future. The United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) warned this week the
world was headed for disaster without an all-but-impos-

sible 7.6 percent cut in annual fossil fuel emissions
through to 2030 so as to limit global temperature rises to
1.5C. Continue as we are, and even taking into account
current Paris climate agreement pledges, the world is on
track for an increase of 3.2C and possibly more.

The World Meteorological Organization said Monday
that atmospheric greenhouse gas levels hit an all-time
record in 2018. The Paris deal committed nations to limit
temperature rises above pre-industrial levels to “well
below” 2C, and to a safer 1.5-C if at all possible. But a
trio of studies released this year showed that Earth had
never warmed as uniformly or as quickly as it had in the
last century.

Against this backdrop, the search for more detailed
and more accurate climate change models becomes
essential. Roche noted that a global temperature
increase of 6.0-8.0C would produce a “climate compa-
rable to that of the dinosaurs,” although he cautioned
that a different land mass configuration at that time
would have to be taken into account. What is more cer-
tain is that only 21,000 years ago, the Earth was 3.0-
4.0C colder than today. “At that time, New York was
covered in ice one kilometre thick, with Norway under
three kilometres and sea levels 120 metres lower than
now,” he said. “We have disturbed our climate very
sharply over a very short timeframe. The more we do
that, the more it will change.” — AFP 

The Falklands ewe 
turn: From sheep 
farming to tourism 

Late in life, Tony Heathman has sought out pastures
new: The 70-year-old former sheep shearer now
spends his days driving tourists around the Falklands

Islands. If that sounds like an odd career switch, his story
is typical on the remote British archipelago, where tourism
is an increasingly popular side hustle for workers in the
grueling livestock industry. Heathman works for his 38-
year-old daughter Nyree’s Estancia Tours in the South
Atlantic territory, having long ago handed over his farm to
his other daughter.

“A lot of people will save up their leave and take days
off to just drive down here for a day when the big ships
come in,” Heathman told AFP on a gusty trip to Volunteer
Point, a peninsula famous for the islands’ signature species,
the king penguin. Driving tourists around one of the
Falklands’ main attractions is Heathman’s main job these
days. “It’s very lucrative. Some people just rely on it for
extra cash,” he says.  “It’s a day out to meet people and
exchange views on various subjects, talk about life on the
Falklands and worldwide - I enjoy it.” Sheep farming never-
theless remains a traditional way of life for some islanders -
enduring despite a rapidly modernizing society and an exo-
dus of workers to the archipelago’s one town, Stanley. 

Grueling work 
There are 92 farms and some 500,000 sheep on the

Falklands. Goose Green farm on East Falkland island

employs five sheep shearers and as many “rouseys”- the
women who shake out the freshly shorn wool. It is grueling
work. “There’s a learner on the end, he’ll shear 160. The
two boys in the middle, they’ll shear 400 today; it depends
on your ability,” Goose Green farm manager Keith Alazia,
47, told AFP. His five employees will work for around eight
and a half days straight, shearing 13,500 sheep between
them - around 1,500 a day. Then they’ll move on to anoth-
er farm. They can earn almost one pound sterling per
sheep. “People have sheared 25,000 in the Falklands in a
five month season, so that’s the best part of £25,000 in
that time,” said Alazia. But on a remote island chain with
harsh weather where locals say you can experience all four
seasons within an hour, such strenuous work is not for
everyone. Neither is sheep farming. “You have the real
Falkland Islanders who still live on farms and are 90 years
old and go out every day and gather sheep,” said Joanne
Baigorri, a credit officer at the islands’ only bank. “But you
have some of us who like to be in town with our comfort
and heating and internet and things like that.”

Life on the Falklands can be slow, to the extent that the
recent opening of a movie theater in the capital Stanley
caused a stir. There are no nightclubs and the internet is
expensive and can be frustratingly slow. Restaurants open
for business at around 6:00 pm and often stop taking
orders by 8:30 pm.

Safe place 
But that small town vibe has its plus side too: This is a

place where people don’t lock their homes or cars. “I love
living here. I have three children, this is such a safe place
to raise your children,” said Baigorri, 27, as she shopped in
Stanley’s supermarket. It’s also a surprisingly cosmopolitan
place. Falkland Islanders proudly boast about 60 nationali-
ties among a population of just 3,400. Ten percent are

Chileans while there are also burgeoning communities of
Filipinos, Saint Helenians and even Zimbabwean deminers.

“I fell in love with the Falklands and fell in love with a
local person,” said Gabi McRae, a 31-year-old Chilean
who works in quality control at the Falkland Islands Meat
Company. Life can sometimes be difficult, though, as the
weather can cause havoc with air and boat travel. Many
internal flights are called off due to gusting winds and
occasionally the ship carrying food stocks runs into diffi-
culties, from the weather or Argentina, which continues to
claim sovereignty despite Britain asserting its authority
since 1833. “Sometimes you can find it hard to find things
you actually need,” said McRae. “For example, I might
want to bake a cake and you’ve got no sugar and there’s
—bsolutely no sugar on the entire island.” — AFP 

A representative of Code for Africa, John Eromosele, stands on a boat while teaching a volunteer, Hannah Shemede, how to use the designated computer application to fast-
track digital mapping and referencing in the Makoko waterfront settlement in Lagos on Oct 23, 2019. — AFP 

In this photo taken on Oct 10, 2019, an employee shears a
sheep at a ranch in Goose Green, Falkland Islands
(Malvinas). — AFP 


